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If I were interviewing a junior dev who had no work experience, here’s what would

impress me ■■

Form a group with one or two others, and work to complete a side project together. Give your group a name. Decide on a

high level idea. It doesn’t need to be extremely challenging, but it should be enough work to give each of you a handful or

more of small tasks.

You don’t need anything other than GitHub issues to break down the work for each other. Create tickets to divide the work

into individual contributions as best you can. Don’t over think this part, just do your best and get coding.

Start coding, and create PRs. Add continuous integration, and review each other’s PRs. Don’t approve PRs unless the tests

are passing and you’ve critically reviewed code. For tooling Travis CI is free for open source projects. it may be annoying to

set up but don’t skip this.

Set up deployment so you can see your project in the wild as you build. This is the fun part of coding. Vercel and Netlify are

good options.

Keep at it until it’s done. This won’t be easy at all, but if you are able to complete you will have demonstrated: 1. You

communicate and organize. 2. You deliver. 3. You accept feedback from others. 3. You have leadership and initiative to see

something from nothing to success

You will have natural answers to common interview questions like: “tell me a time you had a disagreement with someone”.

Or “tell me a time you overcame a setback”. You will basically have work experience, which is the easiest way to get an

interview / hired.

The biggest takeaway is do not work alone. anyone can code alone. Coding professionally means you need to work with

other humans.
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